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Xavier has watched Gwen for years, sneaking outside her window just to watch her sleep. She calls
to him in a way he doesn't understand. After he loses his mom and his sister in a tragic accident, he
disappears into the woods and lets his wolf take over.Gwen has been waiting around for her knight
in shining armor to show up, but years have passed since she reached her mating age, and he still
hasn't come. When Xavier makes his way back to Gray Ridge, one scent captivates him like no
other...He's on a mission. Claiming Gwen as his mate is all that matters, even if she doesn't
remember him. What he isn't prepared for is Alpha Stone keeping them apart. :Warning: This fairy
tale contains a hero in desperate need of his sleeping beauty, a heroine who wants to mate with her
beast, and an alpha trying to keep it from happening. This is meant to be over-the-top, extra sweet,
and lots of fun. Come roll around in it.
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3.5~ After meeting Xavier in the first book I couldn't wait to get more of him. This rough wild shifter is
finally ready for his mate and nothing will get in his way. When he finds Gwen the fireworks begin,
not only between them and their need for each other but also between them and the Alpha who is
standing in their way. Love Xavier and his need to protect Gwen and make her happy even when all

he wants is to keep her to himself. Gwen is a great heroine, strong and submissive when she needs
to be. If you like sexy shifter books don't miss this one! Oh and that ending...

What can I say about this book? *Sighs* I'm feeling like I'm starting to sound like a robot. With
similar sentences and all. This was: hot, obsessive, hot, sweet, stalkerish cute, hot, amazing,
obsessive... But what the hell you are expecting? Those all books are so freakn amazing.So, Xavier
& Gwen. I have to say I didn't expected to theirs story go this way after Riding Red. But it was
amazing. (See, repeating myself.)I love Xavier. With his flaws and little craziness and wildness. I
thought of him as a bit of like teddy bear. I don't deny that he is all dominant wolf. And that side is so
hot. But he also has this sweet side, too. That each time he showed it to his mate all I did is melt. I
knew if I was in her place, I wouldn't be able to say 'No' to him. Or at least it would be really hard to
do.Seeing all that sweetness and knowing about all those years him being alone and hurting, all I
wanted for Xavier is happy time. He deserves to so much.So, I wasnâ€™t big fan of alpha Stone at
the time. Putting his nose, where it don't belong. He better took care of his own personal life.
Because he... But lets don't go there. His time to tell his story will come. But not now.Gwen... I love
that chick. Funny, strong and sweet. And so lonely. She wants to belong. She want to have her
mate by her side already. And suddenly, he like a storm crushes into her life. Literally. It was a little
funny and scary. Scary for those who stands in Xaviers path to reach his mate. Maybe not for those
who have some tranq. Yeah. There is a story to tell. But were would be any fun if I revealed
everything?

Loved this shifter version of Sleeping Beauty! Xavier was such a sweet, loving alpha male. Xavier
was living a life of loneliness after his mother and sister died. That all changes once he sniffs out his
mate, Gwen. He stopped at nothing to make his mate Gwen happy. Gwen was a shifter and pretty
bad ass herself! She knew how to handle her alpha, knew when to challenge him and knew when to
submit. If you are a fan of old time classics with a paranormal twist this series is for you! Each book
can be read as a standalone but the characters appear in the next book. So I highly recommend
reading the series in order.

Alexa Riley is awesome I love her style of writing and brings meaning to the word FAIRYTALE. Her
words being the characters to life in a way that only in her stories will be possible. It always ends
with a happy ever after no mater the course of the story or what the characters went through. Alexa
Tiley is a talented writer and has me hooked on her stories.Gwen had always known who her heart

belonged to, but one day he vanished from her life and soon became a memory. Xavier shows up
one day after being in the wild for so long grieving for his mother and sister. He returns not only to
find himself but his mate who is none other than Gwen. Nothing will keep them apart not even her
big alpha bother stone.

Another sweet, panty-melting, "ignore-the-family-till-I-finish-this" read from Alexa Riley! I loved Gwen
& Xavier. They both had strong personalities & when they joined together, their love was a force to
be reckoned with. Such a beautiful happily ever after for for the two of them!CANNOT WAIT to get
my hands on Stone & Winnie's story, The Lost Slipper! I love it when an Alpha (I mean, THE Alpha
of the pack.) falls hard!! :)

Based on the reviews I thought this book was going to blow me away. It was a little too fast for me like the story was just thrown together before the sex scenes. I definitely won't be continuing the
series. I don't love novellas - they're too quick. I feel like this could have been a GREAT story if it
were a tad bit more developed. I mean, I finished it - but I skipped a bunch of dialogue.

Great addition to the series. I have really enjoyed getting to know these characters from this town.
Last book you know how X is and his protectiveness on top of the heating possessiveness it's
surprising Gwen can even crawl out of bed. The interaction between fated mates is truly amazing
too witness and play out until their HEA is achieved. Looking forward to more from this series.

My favorite in the series so far-Xavier is a big marshmallow for his mate once he finds her and Riley
beings out the feels a bit for his backstory. Gwen is perfect for him-sassy and independent in her
own right, she knows just when to indulge his beastly behavior both in and out of the bedroom.
Once again, this series is adorably fun and sexy! I am in love with Riley's paranormal take on these
classic fairy-tales!
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